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1 Introduction 
 

More Provision is an OTA platform for Internet and MMS configuration supporting Android, iOS, Windows 

Phone and various other OMA-compliant operating systems, with a broad range of available brands and models. 

 

Customers can easily access to device configuration services: just a few clicks are enough to select brands and 

models, looking for specific devices. Then they can complete their configuration by inserting phone numbers 

(MSISDN). More Provision supports users in Internet, Email and MMS configuration.   

2 Terminal configuration 
 

More Provision is able to configure different operating systems, such as Android, iOS, Windows Phone and 

various other OMA-compliant operating systems. A rich photo gallery helps customers to select devices among 

a broad range of available brands and models. Customers can search for a specific model or for all the models 

related to a given brand.   

 

2.1 Login 

In order to login to the system, costumers have to click on the specific URL provided by administrators. 

They will be immediately redirected to more Provision’s home page.  

 

2.2 Brand selection 
 

A rich photo gallery helps customers to select devices among a broad range of available brands and 

models. In this first step, all available brands are displayed with a specific icon, if available, or with a 

label that indicates brand name. Moving the mouse row on the screen, a green border square will 

surround the brand icon each time the mouse row is in its proximity.  
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Furthermore, users can search for brands writing specific name inside an input text situated in the right 

higher section of the page. System will show a “Search in progress” animation before displaying a list 

of results that matches the requested name. 
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If there is no brands matching with the search input, user will visualize a message explaining that no 

results are available with those features. Otherwise, the brand list will be restricted to the brands that 

match with search input. 

 

 

 
 

Once brand search is completed, customers can click on URL associated to brand icon and move to the 

successive step: model selection. Alternatively, user can also change the current results visualization 

switching from “Results by brand” to “Results by model”, just choosing the opportune voice in the 

selection of results order, situated on the left in the higher section of the page.  
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2.3 Model selection 
 

After brand selection, system will display all available models for the selected brand. For each model, 

an image will be displayed if available; otherwise, customers will visualize a default image. In both 

cases, model image will be supported by model name.  
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After searching for models, customers can click on URL associated to model icon and move to the next 

step, that is configuration sending. Alternatively, user can also change the current results visualization 

switching from “Results by model” to “Results by brand”, just choosing the opportune voice in the 

selection of results order, situated on the left in the higher section of the page. 

 

Furthermore, in the “results by model” visualization, users can search model or brand writing specific 

name inside an input text situated on the right if the higher section of the page. 

 

2.4 Configuration selection 
 

In this page, more Provision supports customers in Internet and MMS configuration. Before choosing 

which kind of configuration they need, customers have to specify phone number and international 

prefix of the terminal they want to configure.  
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In order to help customers to understand how each input field should be filled in, system shows a popup 

message if mouse row falls in proximity of one of them.  
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Once international prefix and phone number has been inserted, and a kind of configuration has been 

selected, customers have to copy in an input text a security code showed in a captcha situated 

immediately below. If the code in the captcha is not clear, customers can ask for another code, clicking 

a “Refresh code” button. 

 

 

 
 

2.5 Configuration sending (except Apple devices) 
 

 

If every information has been set correctly, it is time to click the “Send” button, asking for 

configuration sending. Another dialog box will be opened, containing a four-digit pin code and an 

important warning. After receiving the configuration SMS, customers should complete operation on the 

terminal selecting ‘Install’ and inserting the displayed PIN code. 
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System is now ready to send another configuration to the same model. Alternatively, customer could 

exit the configuration frame and look for another model. 

2.6 Configuration sending (for Apple devices) 
 

It is important to underline that configuration sending process is a little bit different for Apple devices. 

Suppose you have chosen Apple brand at the first step and a generic model in the successive selection;  

as well as for other brand models, system will ask users to insert international prefix, phone number and 

security code and to specify a kind of configuration. If every information has been set correctly, it is 

time to click the “Send” button, asking for configuration sending.  
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Dialog box will not contain the four-digit pin code this time, but a message containing the instructions 

to complete the configuration process. After receiving the SMS, customers should click on the link 

contained in the text message; then, they will create a new profile. A Wi Fi access is needed in order to 

access to the link, furthermore customer’s device may not contain another configuration profile or the 

profile won’t be installed. 
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2.7 Download user manual 

 

In order to help customers to understand how to use correctly more Provision functionalities, system 

offers the opportunity to download and read a user manual. To download user guide, customers can 

click on the menu situated on the right upper section of any page and choose the “Download user 

manual” option. 
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